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rveuville, and Miss Le
It has long been the boast of bright-eyed ytuths with a car in or her head about sex crimes.
their hands, a girl at their side and faith in their hearts that although And, there was some justification
they admittedly drove faster than older and more cautious competi- fcr this, since in a shrrt period of
tors for the highway they really 'were much safer drivers. "You time, a number of violent sex
see," they explain with the impatient reasonableness of youth, crimes were top national news.
It is doubtful, however, that
"we're young and we react more quickly and we're awake and know
any more sex crimes were comwhat we're doing."
It's a pretty theory and even plausible if you don't look at it mitted during the period; they
just received more attention. One
too closely. Unfortunately, like many a plausible theory, it just
of the sorry things about a crime
isn't true. The World Almanac shows that in 1948 drivers in the
of this type is that so often it is
age group through 24 were involved in 31 per cent of all fatal accovered up.
cidents. A booklet put out by the Travelers Insurance Companies
No, not long ago, newspapers
says: "Four years ago an ominous trend began. Young drivers:from
years old were' causing more than their share of automobile and radiostations in a number of
'accidents. By 1947 the.trend was well established. The percentage communities agreed not to use the
of accidents caused by youthful drivers rose to a new high that year. 'tarots of victims of sex crimes
and in 1948 an awesome peak was recorded: 26.9 per' cent of all except in cases of murder, of
drivers in fatal accidents were between the ages of 18 and 24." In course, in hopes that more such
Louisville in 1949, of a total of lEIT2'accidents, 4,365 of them in- crimes would be reported to povolved drivers in the 16-24Sge group. Since it is obvious that by lice if the- victims knew they
far the greatest number of motorists are 25 and older it is clear that would be protected from unpleasthe younger ones were hiving more than their proportion of ac- ant publicity.
That's a step forward. Just as
cidents.
Thus it seems to us that the reclassification of automobile in- public recognition that this is a
surance rates raising the most to young drivers is only just. As John problem of mental health just as
P. Mallett of the State Insurance Division pointed out, drivers under much - or more - than it is a
25 constitute only about 15 per cent of all drivers yet are involved in question of crime is necessary to
almost 30 per cent of the accidents covered by insurance. It is only an intelligent approach to the
solution.
fair that those who get in trouble should have to pay for it.
Sex criminals are a menace,
Raising the insurance rates may cause the young drivers to
cool off a bit and take those curves a little more slowly. We hope yes. But that's the penalty we
it does.
-(The Louisville Times.) pay, one of many penalties, for
our highly complex civilization.
One thing which will, in itself,
help is better education and public recognition that such problems exist, plus fearless public
discussion of them.
There should 110 no pampering
, By Ewing Galloway
Two weeks ago I wrote and syndicated an article about the of sex criminals; their punishment
costs of fund drives of large charities, particularly the Red Cross, should be swift and sure. But we
The March of Dimes, and cancer funds, excepting the Damon Runyon 'should recognize also that only
Fund, which latter is said to have no overhead in the raising and punishment, as Dr. Ackerly
distributing of money. The article was for the most part erroneous, pointed out, is not enough. There
inept, and I hereby apologize to all who may be interested. I wired must be treatment of their menor wrote to the newspapers asking them to kill the piece, which tal illness while they are behind
bars.
nearly all of them did.
Then, maybe we can take the
The Red Cross subsequently sent me a press release answering next
great step, which is treatall who question administrative costs. 'I am quoting from the Red
ment of most criminals for what
Cross article, and I think it is a well written answer to similar they
are. What they are-most
questions that might be asked the Cancer Society and the March of
criminals, that ls-are men and
Dimes.
women who are mentally ill.
"The question most frequently asked in Red Cross camIt doesn't do us any good to
paigns are: 'What is the overhead? How much of,:my gift will go send persons to jail
for one year,
for salaries and how much for folks who need the Red Cross?'
or five or ten, and then turn them
"These seem to be fair questions, but they may become unreas- loose on society again because
onable if it is assumed that money spent for salaries and other ad- they have served an allotted numministrative expenses do not help people in need. Many thousands ber of days in jail and behaved
of Red Cross workers do hard work'without pay other than personal themselves reasonably well while
satisfaction. In nearly one-third of all Red Cross chapters all activi- they paid their debt to society.
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Each of us has a lesson to learn
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. and Mrs. Allen Futler,
sonville, spent Easter holtwith his mother, Mrs. Amutter,
• and Mrs. Bill Smith and
Billy, were shopping in Pa-
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duce,. Clarksville, Tenn., were
guests of Mr. and Mn. Ivan R.
Bennett during the holidays.
Miss Carol Quertermoua, Murray, spent a few days last week
with her father, J. B. Querter-

Mrs. W. B. Conway and children, Joe and Carolyn, Mrs.
George Milroy and Mrs. Mettle
Rice were in Hopkinsville Saturday.
Dinner guests of Mrs. Nell
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I. Frank Harmon, Ft. Knox,
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t the holidays with his par.
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viile, spent the Easter holi- Nancy Truitt. Afternoon guests
with Mr. and Mrs. V. E. were Mr. and Mrs. Walt Neal of
Marion,
man.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith Lowery
. and Mrs. E. C. Harwood
children, Leilani and Charles, spent the 'quigidays with their
f .Morganfield, were guests daughter, Mrs. Guy Cunningham,
r parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Mr. Cunningham and Suzanne in
is, Sunday afternoon. Also Decatur, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. JeweA Kirkwood,
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F. and Mrs. Frank Grubbs Dawson Springs, w64 guests of
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Lewis Baker and Jess Yan'ttended "Tater Day" in Ben- went to Nashville Monday morning to bring their father, Roy
Monday.
, and Mrs. Clarence E. Rus- Boisture, home from Vanderbilt
re the parents of a.baby girl, hospital where he submitted to
/
2 pounds. surgery. They were accompanied
aret Fay, weight 81
was born at Princeton hospi- home by Mrs. Huston Vinson who
has been at the bedside of her
aturday night.
and Mrs. Willie Holman, father during his hospitalization.
Mrs. Jimmy Kunnecke, Calvert
pton, were Sunday guests of
daughter, Mrs. Glenn Rog- City, visited her parents, Mr. and
Mr. Rogers and family. They Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Saturday.
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rday to visit with his parents, numbers were under the direcand Mrs. Cecil Brasher. Since tion of Mrs. Bennett. Rev. Charuation • from University of les Bunce, of Paducah, delivered
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Ariz.
Mrs. Landes and Mrs. Brasher
r. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor, entertained with an egg hunt imaria Miss Lemma S. mediately after the program Sun-

rs. Malcolm Blackburn and
titers, Janet and Marilyn, are
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
e Beavers in Detroit.
is W. M. Young, Mrs. Cecil
her and Miss Imogene Wigin were in Evansville Thurs-
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By Frank Eck
of 11. We're going to rectify that
WM Palm Beach, Fla. — Con- mistake in Bostort If jt's possible.
nie Mack is 87 and still eager- I just can't figure it out. We used
pitchers, when we
eager f o r another American the .
League_pennant race to get un- could."
—
der way. You can't blame him. • Mach looks for a ForiTs —addiThis is Old Connle's 50th les- tional help from Bob Dillinger,
son, his Golden Jubilee, as man- American League base stealing
ager of the Philadelphia Athlet- champion and third leading batics. He is the only manager the ter, and Bob Hooper, who helped
A's ever had.
hurl Buffalo's Bisons to the InThe gjd Can, as his platers af- ternational League title.
fectionately call him, was caught
Tillinger's speed and hitting
here just before hts A's broke will be a big factor," says Mack.
camp. He was Wearing a new "No, he will not run on his own.
white panama .hat and a healthy I don't know where the fellow
look.
Who wrote that story got his in"We expect to win the pen- formation. Dillinger will play as
nant," he said in a clear sharp I see fit, for the best interest of
tone when queried about his the team. We expect him to be
team. "Boston, New York, Cleve' quite an improvement'over Hank
land, Detroit and the A's will be Majeski.
in a five-team fight for the
"Hooper and pick Fowler were
American League flag.
the first to show some real
"Anyone of these five can win pitching in our West Palm Beach
it. Retnember that. But if the boys camp. Hooper allowed the Dodgfeel as I do why we,can win this ers just one run in his first 11
HOGAN TURNS ON STEAM: Ben Hogan, Hershey, Pa., drives
thing. This is a bik one for me. innings this spring."
from the third tee in second round of the Masters Golf Tournament
I'd like to win it very much."
Friday in Augusta, Ga. Trying for a comeback after seriously
Connie calls his mound coos a
(Lest we forget, last4iear the
injured in a highway accident, Hogan finished the front nine of
"good staff," Behind 20-game
A's
finished
fifth,
111genies
bethe second round in 32, four undel. par, to tie Lawson Little for
winner Alex Kellner he has two
hind the champion Yankees. The
the lead through 27 holes. (AP Wirephote)
other standout southpaws in Lou
A's beat the Indians 13 times and
Brissie and Bobby Shantz. After
lost 9 last year for their only adday morning on the church lawn.
Hooper he has Joe Coleman, Dick
vantage over first division clubs.)
Mrs. Euclid Quertermous diFowler and Carl Scheib.
"Another thing,".reminds Conrected a musical program at the
"Our -catching is very good,"
nie, "is the fact.that Boston beat
Cumberland Presbyterian church
says the man who first managed a
us 11 straight in Fenway Park.
Sunday morning, and an egg hunt
big league team in 1894 when he
We beat them almost as regularwas held on the church lawn Sunpiloted Pittsburgh. "Joe Astroth
Permafrost
has
Washington
—
ly
in
Shibe
Park,
winning
8
out
day afternoon for the young peolooks like a good hitter though he
for
United
word
become
scare
the
ple of the church.
hit only .243 last. year. Back of
States military engineers in cen- Engineers recently excavated for
A "Childhood Education and
him are Joe Tipton and Fermin
Alaska. They knew very lit- a tycipal row of eight houses.
tral
Health Program" group meeting
Guerra.
it until they began to Only 1,120 cubic yards of earth
tle
about
was held at the High School audi"I consider our infield excellent
heavy building in the areas of would have had to be moved for
torium Friday afternoon. Dr. W. do
with Dillinger on third, Eddie
the
excavation
basements
for
the
near
Fields,
Eason
Ladd and
L. Cash, Princeton, was guest
in this country, at a cost of about Joost at short, Pete Suder on secFairbanks, in the last war.
speaker. All the county teachers
$1 a yard. But for those houses ond and Ferris Fain on first?Rarthat
have
learned
they
Now
including the Fredonia faculty
in Alaska 6,220 cubic yards of ney McCosky looks good and I
permafrost mtist be a major conwere present.
permafrost had to be dug out, plan to start him in die opening
any consideration
in
planning
.The Junior-Senior banquet was
then 5,100 cubic yards of gravel
Permaregion.
struction
in
that
among the outstanding features
had to be back-filled. The total
is ground that is frozen the
of last weeks activities at the frost
cost of the operation was $30-,
year around. If you try to build
school. It was held Friday night
150. as compared to a cost of
on it, it thaws and becomes oozy
$1,120 here.
at the school auditorium. Sixtythree were present, including the as quicksand.
When building a heavy duty
It is generally covered with road in this country, engineers
Junior and Seniors, school faculty
vegetation,
low,
thick,
mossy
Ind guests. Mr. Richard K. Bell,
normally excavate for 21
/
2 feet beof Cleveland, Ohio, was guest which insulates it against sum- fore laying the roadbed. In silty
scrape
off
speaker for the occasion. Other mer heat. When you
permafrost, the excavation for
out-of-town guests were Supt. the surface cover it begins to melt. such a road normally is 9.7 feet
and Mrs. Clifton Clift. Dinner It goes two to 100 feet deep; deep.
averages 15 feet. Much of it is a
was served by the P. T. A.
Some attempts have been made
to put up buildings on pilings in
Pvt. John, A. Dunning, Ft. fine silt.
When attempts have been made the permafrost. But often the piles
Knox, spent the holidays with his
to build on it, the buildings set- have heaved up and tilted the
mother, Mrs. Ruth Dunning.
Mrs. Leora Spickard left Thurs- tled and tilted. Runway§ for air- house as the deep ice froze around
day for her home in Detroit after planes or heavy duty roads built them.
The engineers are now trying
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ray on permafrost usually sink, crack,
or heave—unless special precau- to work out a new technique for
Blackburn.
building small homes in the Ladd
Miss Bonnie Jean King, accom- tions are taken.
The Army Corps of Engineers and Eilson areas. They would
panied by her roommate, Miss
Marina Cosenza, both students of and others who have worked in scrape off the surface begetation
Bethel Woman's College. Hop- the central area of Alaska — and lay a layer of gravel on the
kinsville, spent the Easter holi- Anchorage and areas to the south top soil, about 18 to 38 inches
days with Miss King's parents, are not affected by permafrost— deep. On top of it they would lay
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. King. Miss have found that the best thing concrete slabs to form the founCosenza's home is in Honduras, is to find a location where there dation for basementless houses.
Central America.
is little or no permafrost. It comes The gravel, they believe, will act
Miss Dorothy Parr attended a in patches—some deep, some as insulation and prevent the permeeting of Southern Bell Tele- thin; and in some places it does mafrost from melting.
Another problem is laying
phone chief' operators in Hop- not exist.
Where it becomes necessary to sewers and water lines in the
kinsville Tuesday.
Mr. Guy Rustin, Jr., student at build over permafrost, deep exca- permafrost. They freeze up and
Campbellsville College, Camp- vations have been found to be twist. To get around this the enbellsville, spent the holidays with the best solution. A very large gineers build underground tunhis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy area under and around the build- neus of concrete, called "utiliRustin, Sr. Mr. Rustin is a min- ing site it scooped out; then all dors", through which the water,
but the basement space is filled heat and other utility pipes and
isterial student.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. in with coarse material, such as lines are run. The heated pipes
keep the water from freezing and
Glenn Rogers Sunday were Mr. gravel.
Contractors for the Corps of keep the utilidors warm.
and Mrs. Willis Holman, Renton,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Vinson and
Mrs. Rebecca Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge and
daughter, Carrie, were called to
Tennessee Thursday of last week
by the critical illness of his sister.

Permafrost Scares
Military Engineers

game. He'll be In left, with Barn
Chapman in center 'and Elmer
Vulo in right."
Like Dillinger and Hooper, McCrady figures to make the A's
stronger. McCosky, though on Use
disabled list last year with a bad
back, has a .320 lifetime mark for
seven years. Dilllnger stole 20
bases for the 1949 Browns and
his .324 batting mark was third
Kell and Tad Wilr
hams.
Hooper won 11 straight for the
Buffalo Bisons and finished with
a 19-3 record.
"Hooper is a bit more advanced than the average rookie pitcher," says pitching coach Mickey
Cochrane, back in baseball since
he retired as Detroit manager in
1938. "He has good control and

that's important. It's half of
pitching. He's always around the
plate. Those bases on balls can
drive yod nuts."
"You can say that again, Mickey." said Mr. Mack.
Most weasels have *cent glands'.
but the skunk has carried their
use to the extreme.

,ukDup5uisiI blue
liew Relieved Foster, Longer!
Arthritic, Rheumatic victims offered
renewed hope t Amazing new "FilmCoated" tablet acts in small letustitne — not In stomach. A
1
quickly enters blood stress:.1V
acid Is reduced. Long lasting ratio:
Is Speeded to every deep-beau...I
point of agony. Mk for safe, gentano
"Palm-Coated" ar-Pan-Es tablets.
CORNER DRUG STORE
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The Studebaker Champion
is one of the 4
lowest price largest selling
cars in America!
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A sport shirt specially designed for active sports. New,,
extra lightweight fabrics that keep you cool on the,
warmest sumnier days. A ,new design—full cut for o loose
easy fit, yet the knit waist band holds shIrt in
place. Now available in o wide range of colors.
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Gardeners Judged
By Compost Piles

obody Loves T

By Cynthia Lowry
Gardeners may be arbitrarily
•
••
divided—inter —MO
who have compost piles and those
who do not.
Most garden hobbyists who do
not have a compost pile are unfortunates whose grounds are quite
small or whose lot is without an
unexposed, unobtrusive corner
where this project may be undertaken. Others consider it a messy
Job and can't be bothered.
Those who do spend a little
time year round buiding and occasionally feeding and tending a
pile of moldering organic matter
usually wind up feeling a pride
comparable with the production
of a prize rose or raising 'a pine
tree from seed.
Compost is as important a garden tool as a spading fork, or
more important. It Is, in it's final
form, a food-rich soil perfect for
combining with other soil. It is a
tonic, a meal, a prescription for
inadequaee earth.
There are as many ways to
build a compost pile as there are
recipes in a basic cook-book.
They can be made in a large hole
in the ground. They can be piled
on top of the ground. They can be
encased in wood, in concrete
blocks, in metal—there's no end to
' the variations. But what goes into
the pile is uniform.
The primary ingredient is
plants—leaves, weeds, pea pods,
beet tops, expendable plants in
the thinning out process. The rule
of thumb is soft, green material—
no hard woods, nothing thick
which would take a long time to
succumb to nature's process of
combined action by water and
bacteria.
A compost pile works best
when given some assists and
when it is built like a giant
sandwich. The first or bottom layer should be plant material. When
it reaches a height of a foot or a
little mOre, a thin layer of soil —
not necessarily one's best soil —
is spread. If the gardener has a
good supply of fresh or well-rotted manure, it's good to add 8
thin layer of that. Then comes another plant layer, and the process
is repeated again.
No matter at what stage of
construction, the top of the pile
shduld be concave, so that it will
catch and hold rain water. It's a
good idea to let the pile settle a
bit before applying the soil or
fertilizer layer.
The one thing to remember
about a compost pile is that it
must be turned over once every
three or four months — except
during winter. At that time, the
pile should be liberally dosed
with lime.
Turning the pile can be awkard
work. That's why my favorite
type of compost• pile is a square
one, outlined and built up a bit
with hollow concrete blocks,
anchored at the corners with
stakes. When turning time comes,
one side of the pile can be opened
by removing the blocks. To catch
drying green material piled into
the enclosure, it's-not hard to ruh
a square of chicken wire around
the top.
There are a number of preparations on the market which hasten
the decomposition of the material.
Also, it's a good idea to keep the
pile in a shady place so that water
won't dry out too quickly...,
Generally speaking, it takes a
year or more to turn material into
usable compost.
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it's Time Now to...
DURING PRINCETON'S ANNUAL CLEAN-UP DAYS
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PRINCETON RESIDENTS in past years have

developed a very strong

pride

in the beauty of their homes and town. The trees on our lawns, the
roomy yards around our homes, the well-kept lawns have become a trade-

WE CAN ALL
HELP
By

ty

in which to live.

LATELY THESE MOST admirable qualities have begun to slip a little away
from us. NOW is the time to re-capture them. Now is the time by a
concerted effort to restore the things that

RAKING THE LAWN
CUTTING THE GRASS
TRIMMING HEDGES and TREES
PAINTING THE HOUSE
DISPOSING OF ALL KINDS OF
ACCUMULATED RUBBISH
REPAIRING SIDEWALKS
CLEANING OUT THE GARAGE
FILLING UP OLD HOLES
SEALING UP OLD WELLS AND
CISTERNS
CLEANING OUT THE BASEMENT AND DOZENS OF
OTHER WAYS

have

mode

us proud

of

our .

town.

DURING THE WINTER months things were wont to accumulate . . . things
like waste materials, bottles, tin cans, boxes and all manner of junk. Winter weather has left its mark causing paint to peel, cracks to open in walls,
walks, foundations, shingles to loosen. Spring thaws have settled things
now somewhat.
ALL THESE THINGS have a deterring effect on our civic pride if not remedied as soon as possible. Our out-of-town friends visiting Princeton notice
these things.

And that's why we should make a determined effort to

stop the things that may cause critics to call ours "a dirty little city"!
LET'S GET

BEHIND

the

annual clean-up individually. Have a look

around you and how do you think your premises look to the neighbors?
REMEMBER . . . the better clean-up, fix-up job you do for your own prop-

"STOP"
Met auto acciden
are caused by pew
pie who ignore tha
ovi. Protect yoursel
.• •
tor bbeYIng
Protect your !Inane
with full autonsobil
insurance eo verag
through this agency

SPRING IS
HERE

mark of Princeton ... let's keep it that way . . . that we may always be
proud of our community spirit that hds made Princeton a good communi-

luxComm

The Princeton Businesses listed
below are looking forward to
leading the way in making the
Princeton area a better, more
prosperous place in which to
live and trade.
Let's Give a Spring Cleaning to
winter's gloom and greet the
new season with energy and
optimism! The City Fire Department plans an inspection of
property a n d alleys during
Clean-Up Week. Make their
job easy by making your property spotless.

erty the better the whole picture of Princeton is going to be. DO YOUR
PART IN THIS CLEAN-UP.

.a
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REJUVENATE THIS TOWN OF OURS

By Taking An Active Pail In This Annual Clean-Up

Treatment Is Urged
Chicago — (AP) — The American Municipal Association says
cities need better facilities for examining and treating persons accused of sex crimes. The organization looked over facts gathered
in 30 cities, and commented:
"Recent sensational sex crimes
have, spurred several cities and
states toward more effective
means to cope with sex offenders.
Surveys and studies'are under
way or have been completed in
St. Louis, Oklahoma City and Seattle. Bills strengthening sex
crime laws have been introduced
in several legislatures.
"Chicago, Detroit and St. Louis
reported they have clinics for diagnosis and treatment of persona
arrested for sex crimes. Other cities, generally, make some provisions for special care of sex
crime defendants, but clinioal facilities for treatment are inadequate in most."
Ten states—Wisconsin, Illinois,
New York, Missouri, Minnesota,
Indiana, Tennessee, Ohio, Michigan and Orgon—produces 85 per
cent of the national cheese supply.
Wisconsin produces almost 50
per cent of America's cheese supply.

.4••••••••••••
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Help Prevent Fires
Promote Public Health
Improve Your Neighborhood
Protect Your Property Investment
Add To Your Own and Your Children's Safety
This Important Message Sponsored By These Firms Cooperating In This Clean-Up:

- WILLIAMSON DRUG STORE
IDEAL FOOD MARKET
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Ins. Agt.
C. A. WOODALL INS., Agency
C. A. Woodall

PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY
B. N. LUSBY CO.
WAMORCHAM
"Your Laundry & Dry Cleaning Service"

Virgil Smith

MITCHELL BROS PLUMBING & HEATING CO.

BODENHAMER'S
WOOD BROS.
"Dadin

Lad Store"

WOOD DRUG STORE
CHERRY'S PRODUCE
McCONNELL ELECTRIC CO.
ARNOLD LIGON TRUCK LINE
A. H. TEMPLETON, Florist
4.r".

Freda* ly
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Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Rev, Irvine L. Parrett is Pastor.
Prayer meeting every Wednes
Sunday School-10 a. rik
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
Preaching-11 a. m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
choir rehearsal.
m.
p.
Union-6
Training
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Services:
Elephants, and lions are found
Hour of Priyer—Wednesdav,
at 9:45,a. m.
on-45o I5.wee.4apela-ot MLXlll
.1T17
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
manjora, Africa.
CYF meets at 0:00 p. in. each PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Some 20 pounds of nails are
Sunday.
Old Madisonville Road, Rev used in building the average
Evening Worship at 7:30.
William E. Cunningham, pastm house.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
lay at 7:00 p. m.
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
STOMACH SUFFERERS
Young People's Service wee
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
GET AMAZING RELIEF
pin.
Rev. Floyd Loperlido, pastor
HARVEY STOMACH
eaviingehstic Service 7.30 p.m. The
SUNDAY
TREATMENT goes further
prays'
evening
Weanesday
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
than most stomach treatments'
service 7:00 p.m.
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
on the market today. It is made
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
up of four different medicines.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
WEDNESDAY
One of the main ingredients is
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
Preaching services every sec- belladonna.
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and 7 p. m.
OGDEN METHODIST
Prayer meeting every Thurs- and that acid, gassy, belchy,
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
nervous and lack of pep feelday night at 7 p. m.
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
school every Sunday ing. Compare its price with
Sunday
o'clock
10:45
Worship,
Morning
other stomach preparations.
9:45 a. m.
Methodist Youth Fellowship, morning at
11
Start this treatment today —
SMALL BOYS MESS EQUIPMENT: This was the mess left by two curious small boys, 9 and
CUMBERLAND
years old, who clambered aboard 0 $20,000 cateraillar tractor on the Hollywood freeway project 6 o'clock
there is no need to suffer. Ask
over
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock PRESBYTERIAN
last week in Los Angeles, sod started moving levers around. The big earth mover started
your druggist for Harvey Tab7
Service,
Evening
Rose
Wednesday
Mrs
machines.
the
of
another
W.
of
H.
Tallent,
minister
top
on
an embankment and down 225 feet, finally piling up
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
machine.
by
taken
route
o'clock
to
struck,
B.
points
m.
Sunday School, 9:45
Andrews, who thought for a while her house would be
WOOD DRUG STORE
Morning Worship, 11 a. In.
The boys were not hurt. (AP Wirephoto)
PRINCETON, KY,
FIRST HAPTIST
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
lows.
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
Third, it. spreads barnyard dis10:50 a. m. Morning Service
County Agent's
eases.
5:45 p..m. Training Union
This record is in considerable
7:00 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
contrast to that of another immiColumn
Associates
715 p.
grant bird, the Starling. Although
manly
A.
R.
By
Roberta Wheeler
Sis Baker
Russell Woodall
the starling bullies native birds
CATHOLIC.
• "One of the most vitally im- ST. PAUL'S
and.„makes a nuisance of itself by
By far the most common and portant uses of the Agricultural PRINCETON
Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Paid
flocking in cities, its food habits serious of the parasites of sheep Conservation Program in 1950 will CHURCH Or THE IMMACU, EARLhave been found mostly bene- is the stomach worm. Others of be the assistance it provides LATE CONCEPTION
Virgil Smith
importpnce are nodular worm, farmers in handling the land tak- INGTON
A Woodall
First, third and fifth Sundays,
tapeworm and lung." en out of allotment crops," W. S.
The English sparrow has ie- hookworm,
o'clock.
Fortunately, the methods Traylor, chairman of the Caldwell Mass at 8
OFFICES
ceived credit for controlling the worm.
Second and fourth Sundays.
and treat- county PMA committee, states.
dropworm which used to damage of control, prevention,
Mass at 10 o'clock.
worms are efFredonia
Princeton
shade' trees in cities. There are ment for stornach
The 1950 allotment for corn is
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock
practically all
,Tel. 9
still outbreaks of this pest how- fective also for
2441
or about 10,000 acres
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be
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MIMI" 5,15.
or arm yew Meow Herm
the house if a deep litter is used. tthended surpluSes will result in
Dial 3225
Henrietta Hotel Bldg.
Frequent stirring and addition of trouble for future generations,"
E. F. ORDWAY
new litter when necessary will do Traylor said. "It is better to balFREDONIA, KY.
a good job of keeping the house ance Production now and build
Phone 9-3 and 9-W
reservek in our soil. Most surely '
clean.
they will be needed in the years
to come."
DOG COMFORTS LION
The PHA chairman points out
Moscow — (AP) — The Moscow zoo possesses a timid lion that Caldwell county farmers
which cannot get along without ' will find the practices offered in'
protection a n d compani5nship. the 1950 ACP well adapted to the
The lion to be sure is just a cub. problem of diverted acres, with
But he let himself get so down special emphasis on seeding of
and out with just plain loneliness grasses and legumes.
that attendants put a dog in the
1 the dog is not in the cage the lion
cage with him.
Cub sets up such a howl that no
,
two
were
On one occasion the
Ione has any peace until the dog is
strolling, in the open under the j Pound and put in with his lion
supervision of their trainer. The • friend
lion managed to endanger a
young rooster belonging to the
zoo. The rooster attacked the
young king of beasts who fled
But the dog took after the rooster
Will owe lamplIcatten Moro RUH et H 50apd drove him away from the
R.she.... 44.0411. 11.11.51.•ny BM, Si.
ge. IMmerat ITCH or doetram Hoe wit&
a
from
pal
his
saving
thus
lion
Stotts WS SOAP 3135. At pond dna% mores
AM
op trent Atolls Laboratorles Si
severe pecking.
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If, by any chance, at bed time
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Vaccination Checks
Blackleg In Calves

dy loves The
sh Sparrow
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Most eattlemen now vaccinate
calves to prevent blackleg, says
Dr. Ross Brown of the Expek.1ment Station, University of - Kentucky. Vaccination is a simple and
inexpensive practice that almost
Insures calves against this disease.•
Blackleg is probably more prevalent in the spring than in any
other season, although it occurs
the year-round, according to
Brown. Calves and young cattle
develop the disease any time
from birth until two and a half
to three years old.
•
The first symptom of blackleg
is usually lameness. Also there
may be signs of general infection,
such as depression, fever and
tremors. Swellings nearly always
develop in t h e shoulder, hip,
chest, back or flank. In most cases blackleg is fatal in 12 to 48
hours. Nothing can be done for
the calf after it develops a full,
fledged case of blackleg.
did not thrive. The following year
a larger lot landed at New York
and soon started multiplying.
During the next 30 years, there
were 19 additional importations.
By 1913 the sparrow had ir,...read
all over this country, much of
Canada and Mexico and invaded
San Diego, last city to be reached.
"Few if any other birds have
displayed in this country an adaptability and a determination to
survive ,equaled by the English
sparrow," comments a Departs
.ment of Agriculture expert.
The scare against the English
'
sparrow is threefold:.
First, it eats much grain. Experts figure that adult birds' food
habits are only 20 per cent beneficial to man, and 55 per cent
'harmful. The fact that nestlings
reverse this with a score of 59
per cent beneficial and 29 per
cent harmful does not full offset
the damage.
Second, it drives out native
birds such as bluebirds, purple
martins, robins, wrens and swat-

Seeding Practices
Recommended For
Diverted Acres

IT'S A HAPPY FAMILY!

TERMITE SPECIALISTS
OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS Some of Largest in
The Country

ning to
eet the
y and
partion of
during
their

FREE
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES

WITTY AND CARL
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
I'. 0. BOX

PHONE 775-W

256

FOUR ,LEAF

A REALLY
A9049surf
Model
NC-8G

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
St LOAN ASSOC.

le

ROOMY—More than 8 Cu ft
of refrigerated storage space
...Full 14 sq ft of shelf area...
Plenty for large families.

Per Week

DE LUXE—Packed with worksaving, trouble-saving conveniences .. „Deep fruit and
vegetable drawers .. . Deep
meat drawer . . . Stainlesssteel freezer ... Stainless-steel
shelves.

Vellow Pages
You'll find the answers to
"'Who sells it?' Where are
they ,ocatedr ano to many
other questions in the NEW
Classified Section of your
telephone Directory.

WE'LL GLADLY HELP
YOU WITH A LOAN
TO BUY THE THINGS
YOU NEED AT HOME

1301Dotion

RECENT PRICE REDUCTIONS AND 10 BIG EXTRA
VALUES MAKE FORD THE ECONOMY LEADER!

• Space Maker

REFRIGERATOR
need just
VON? de egildwat something you want or
Personal
because you lack the ready cash to pay for It. Our
true.
Loan plan will help make your dreams for Spring come

More than 2,200,000 G-I Refrigerators
have been in usi for 10 years or longer!

rinceton Lumber Co.
Seminary St.
Authorized D•olor

0114‘0-4'OK ISM% — Then phone or
944ete 6111
come in for the money.

Phone 2081

Bre 654 fl Ford F 1 Plano shown Ms .15 ID Styli.orrlable it Mehl extra ont.
t mime 100-h p V

WHY PAY MORE? With Ford's recent
price reductions, there isn't a full.,to Pickup in America at.• lower
list price than the popular 6-cylinder
Ford Model F'-i.
- WHY ACCEPT MSS!Included 'nth..low
Ford Pickup price are money-aaving
features like an oil filter, oil bath air
cleaner and many others.
' For quick proof of Ford extra value,

look in the box at right which tigm
10 hig extras which the Ford Pickup
gives yOu.
lierd birdie Nil lotiforl For the fourth
lea_uraose exsuireeseive
forte .PROVE, Ford Truett' last

vas%
AT NO EXTRA COST10 BIG FORD FEATURES

Over 173 asedois to shoos* hood
Thore'm an Economy Ford Truck
to do your job for leas coat. Soo us
today for three extra values, prompt

delivery, big trade-In

I 15 Cs ii BODY CAPACITY for bulky loads,
1.,wost loading Moir of any 614 -fl.. 'helm&
/ I ISO It. PAYLOAD CAPACITY for Mew loeds.
I. STRONG BONUS BUILT FRAME with section
modulus of 2 65.
• IIP TO 43% MORE IIRAKE LINING AREA
Pot safer, serer stops.
I. RIG 10' GYRO GRIP CLUTCH frith low Wel
hut
costs oressuros tor Woe fining wow,
ler shmagn
& LIGHT HEIGHT—only 3,220 14—gives large
teocnt moving ttimatl.
I. ALLHAINUbt ALLOY ELIGNTLIGNT PISTONS
fot atter Moroi loads. Hopi &NMI Ilfe.
& OIL FILTER AND OIL sate AIR CLEANER
(doodetd) protest' eosin, Ilk sot all esst
• FORO LEVEL ACTION CAS SUSPE1111011 Ambles sob from rbration, frarn• Imam
II DOOR CLASS AIR WING VENTILATORS
(Ilsodard) IMOp la tres6 gh, moot sit Mho
elf.

allowance.

Moral toms!

FORD TRUCKS LAST LONGER
Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegroph Company
lelICORP0,112111111

PHONE 61151.
110 W. Market Street
Princeton, Ky. DAVID N. RIDEOUT, M.

RANDOLPH MOTORS

4.t,11.401rtfrIMI.,.tt

•

our

•
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Piano Reqtar

Music pupils of Mrs. Evekett
Cherry will be presented in raat
cial Tuesday night, April 18,
George Coon Library at 7:80
o'clock. Taking part will be Barbara Franklin. Nancy Farmer,
Strvertsr
.on
Winters, Janice Brinkley, Peggye
Guess, Susan Perry and Sarljean
Whittington. The public is cordially invited.

Skin Tips For The
Modern Teen-Ager
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that • service in every state.
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SICK ROOM NEEDS
ery and little daughter, Karen Route 8.
Don't squeeze it, however, unless
Present were Misses Betty Rolande, of Silver Springs, Md., Jaek Giannini, student at Uniyou want to leave your face with haMaT.M1
WALKER'S DRUGS &
Dunn, Dorla Stallins, Jane Stal- were recent guests in the horn versity of Kentucky, Lexington,
Mutual Insurance Campo
JEWELRY
unsigthly large pores.
lins, Barbara Beshears, Anna Lee of Mr. and Mrs. Howard McOon spent Easter with his parents, Mr.
Dial 3211
Finish off your skin cleaning
Princeton. Ky.
Darnell, Dot Riley, Roselle Cot- nell, Madisonville street.
and Mrs. Frank Giannini, Frankton, Doris Hayes, Della Rorer,
Miss Clemma Joyce Keeney, o lin street.
Joyce Cole, Sara Scott and the Chicago, spent Easter with her
Harold Price, student at Westhonoree.
.... _
mother, Mrs. Mary Lou Keeney ern glIgte College, Bowling Green,
Sending gifts were Mrs. Charles Crawford, E. Market street.
speni last weekend with his parHumming Bird's New "66" Gauge Ultra
Stallins andlsliss Margaret Jones.
Mr., and Mrs. Charles Braun ents,' Mr. and Mrs. Henry .Price,
Vicki, Mr. Madisonville street.
Sheer Hose.
iss Virginia Bowie Satterfield, and children, Chip and
Cadet Jackie Pedley returned
and Mrs.
Hearth
George
Mrs.
and
Kentucof
University
at
SEE THEM TODAY
student
to Kentucky Military 'Institute,
all
of
Evansville,'
Jeffreys,
D.
H.
weeklast
spent
ky, Lexington,
and Mrs. Lyndon, Wednesday, after spendend with her parents, Mr. and spent Sunday with Mr.
Hop- ing Easter holidays with his parand
family,
Wilson
Clay
Morgan
Mrs. Boyd Satterfield,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gracean M
road.
kinsville
parti"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY"
Avenue. Miss Satterfield
Locust street. Cadet Lanr
Pedley,
Engelhardt,
Amelia
Mesdames
cipated in the Saturday night
who has been ill since
Pedley,
Ill.,
and
Baldwin,
Gertrude
of
concert presented by the UniverInglehardt, of Equality, were re- his arrival home, will return to
sity of Kentucky Band.
cent visitors of their son and Lyndon Monday,. Both students
daughter, Dr. and Mrs. C. F. En- spent the winter at K. M. Us winter quarters in Venice, Fla.
gelhardt, N. Jefferson street.
Mrs. I. B. Tanner and daughter,
. Allan Watson, student at University of Kentucky, Lexington, Mary, of San Bernardino, Calif.,
spent last weekend with his par- will arrive here the last part of
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Watson, this month. They will attend the
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Summer Living Outdoors Becomes More
Pleasant With Furniture Like This!

4
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Price - $1.65

For your o

Princeton Shoe Co.

al 'his °gen

TO THE LADIES

NOT A BANK
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General Electric
Cooking Schoo
74.44.. 4,24a .2714 .2:00 P. M.
In our showroom"
S. Seminary & I.C.R.R.

•
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But A Place To Save Your Money.
$8.23
SUGAR, pure cane, 100 lbs.
SUGAR, pure cane, factory packed
85c
10 lbs.
SUGAR, pt.lre cane, factory packed
45c
5 lbs.
15c
PUREX, quart bottle
PEACHES, Hunt's, in heavy syrup
23c
2 can
1
No. 2/
19c
OLEO, Del Grade, plain, lb.
.
stix
30c
lb.
OLEO, Del Grade, colored in
. $2.85
POTATOES, selected Cobblers, bag
121
2c
/
lb.
JOWLS,
CURED
SUGAR
$4.89
50 lb. can
LARD, ptife, lb. 10c
29c
ONION SETS, gallon
$1.25
bag
,
or
selfrising
FLOUR, Star, plain
TURNIP GREENS, fancy, chopped
10c
No. 2 can
49c
TRIPLE R. PEABERRY COFFEE, lb.
MAXWELL HOUSE COFfEE, in tin, 1 lb. . 75c

QUINN'S GROCERY
SUPER LOW PRICES
.211 W. Simpardson St.

s Dial 2611

It's stabalized -- no side-sway. At ictst a steel chair without sidesway!
For porch, recreation room or office -- nothing like it All the comfort of
your grandmother's rocker. A big, husky, heavy duty,spring steel beauty.
In Red, Green, Yellow.

MOR A5 N'S
FURNITURE DEALERS
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
43 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE
•
PHONE 2035
NIGHT 3495
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Bethel College Students
Spend Easter With Parents

Cumberland Church To
Have Special Service

ARE OF
YOUR
CARD

Rev. Harvey Tallent announced
Wednesday that a special service
will be held at the Cumberland
Presbyterian 1Cburch Sunday at
the 11 o'Ciarroui to raise money
to redecorate the church. He said
that all members are urged to be
present and to bring a "love offering" for the altar. Persons unable to attend are asked to send
their offerings.

1)uring the Easter vacation
from April 6-11, Misses Anne
HUmphries, Bonnie King and
Rose Wood, students at Bethel
Woman's COl1.C, 1lspRhiu5vil1r,
visited their parents,--Mr. and
Mrs. R. T. Humphries, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. King and Mr. and
Mrs. Garland Wood. Mies Maria
Cosenza, a classmate, visited•Miss
King over the weekend.

By Jane Ends
a eric
_Washington_s-- Man
grown-ups eat too much, say nutrition experts in the U. S. Department of Agriculture. They say
thaja overweight is the most fren t malnutrition problem
q
among adults in this country.
Some down-to-earth diet tips are
given in the department's newest
Radio's first loudspeakeiLwas an
cookbook, "Family Fare," put out
5,
Kilimanjora, an African mouncopy of the ,
6y the Bureau of Human Nutritain, springs almost directly from almost identical
of the time, the
horn
ph
phonogra
200
is
'foothills,
no
tion and Home Economics. The
has
plains,
the
e being that it gennutritionists point out: "Moderm
miles in circumference at its base, only differenc
upright.
was
erally
brings
work
highest.
at
food
Africa's
of
e
be
knowledg
and is said to
a new kind of mastery , over life.
young
keep
you
help
It can even
longer, postponing old age An
Individual, well-fed from babyWhen you lose your social security card, go to the nearest
hood has a More likely chance to, Social Security office at once and apply for a duplicate account
enjoy a long prime of life. But number card. Do not wait until you change your employment
at any age you are better off and need your card. It takes time to get a duplicate card. If you
when you are better fed."
wait until you need your card, the delay may handicap„you in obWhen families in this country taining a new job. A representative of the Paducah SocTKI Securare poorly fed, the specialists say ity office will be at the Post Office in Princeton at 1:00 p. m.
the foods they neglect are most Thursday, April 20, to answer questions on Social Security.
often milk and niilk products and
vegetables and fruits—especially Prescription Needed
the leafy, green and yellow vege!Deaths
to 35, To Purchase Sleeping
ISANAGeliO'lei WIFE LEAVES CHURCH: Charles Binaggio's wile, .tables and citrus fruits. "Up
1Mrs. Mollie Campbell
skinPills After June 15
Cecelia, leaves the Holy Rosary Catholic Church at Kansas City, it' safer to be plump than
for Mrs. MolFrankfort — (AP) — Sleeping,L Funeral services
Mo., Monday with Niel Penne (left), the slain northside political ny," they say. "Beyond 35 excess
ie Campbell, 76, of the Lewisliahealth
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7
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becomes
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wno died at
bility than extreme thinness."
only upon a physician's prescrip_ town community,
Bandon. Othere are Unidentified. (AP Wirephoto)
Princeton Hospital April 6, were
As for reducing .. . those under lion after June 15.
held at morgan's Funeral Home
price of gas in the southwest in Home Sewing Shows
20 should only do so under a
A legislative act, effective on
physician's guidance. "This is a that date, limits sales by manul April 7.
1938 was 2.5 cents per thousand Increase In State
She is survived MT her husband,
safe rule also for young mothers,
rs of the
cubic feet. By 1947 it has risen
More than 25 per cent more or those with any heart or organ- factbrers and wholesale
A full.sized, hill-powered, dependable GenArch Campbell.
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barbitura
as
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contracts
drug
New
to 3.75 cents.
eral Electric Upright Cleaner.
families in Kentucky did home ic troubles," the cookobook sugBurial was in Cedar Hill Cemes
to stop its genPlus a rosspia set of worksaving astarktoest
between 1946 and 1941. said the sewing last year than in 1948, ac- gests. If you need 'to reduce and such a manner as
draperies,
tery.
eral sale to the public.
—six different tools for upholstery,your
price of five to cording to Miss Verna Latzke and
a
provided
FPC,
home!
are over 35, you are warned to
blinds, mpshades--everything in
Senator Douglas (DThe pills may be sold by pharas
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tween-meal snacks. 2. Avoiding
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Those against the bill say this families were assisted in the con- high-calorie foods like the fat CM sale
ber of calves which they have to
nse of tearing up a
consumphuman
for
sales
in
as
27,400
and
,
of garments
meat, cooking fat, salad oil, fried
be vaccinated, County Agent R.
d laying a new one was caused entirely by the FPC's struction
tion.
of
with the selection
foods, gravies, rich sauces, nuts,
A. Mabry announced this week.
uyer from taking ad- whittling the profits of the pipe- families
sale
limit
only
not
will
bill
The
es and fabrics. More pastries, cakes, cookies, rich desas little al
Dr. Ralph Blazier will do the vaclower price in a dif- line companies and the distribu- readymad
how
of the drug, but also will increase
Oh PER DAY
serts, candies, jellies and jams.
tors. The commission found that than 14,300 families learned
the last of April or the
cinating
" Douglas said.
s
custocare for, renovate and remodel And eating sparingly of bread or its cost, since physician
after
first of May, he added.
the bill's opponents as the companies increased the to
marily charge for prescriptions
clothing.
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stores
drug
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fruits and vegetables but taking
e for natural gas has could sell for less and still
The law provides that it shall
and twenty-nine homemakers put them straight—vegetables with- for filling prescriptions than for
erahly. The average reasonable profit about 6 per cent
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4
sewing machines in good condi- out cream sauce or fat, fruits sales out of stock. It was introduc- be enforced jointly by the State
tion by cleaning and oiling. The without sugar or cream. "Dern ed by Rep. Mary Elizabeth Bur, Board of Health and the State
Board of Pharmacy. Conviction of
purchase of many new electric skimp on rfruits and vegetables. nett, Lexington Democrat.
4 allAT-74
E. M. Josey, secretary of the violating any provision of the act
sewing machines was also re- Eat a variety—yes, potatoes, too.
Associutical
Pharmace
Kentucky
carries a maximum fine of $500
ported.
Mineral Water Baths for
ation, said it was backed by that or a jail sentence of one year,
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by
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association
or both.
Phone 2081
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ritis, Arthritis and InflamaS. Seminary St.
the State Medical Association.
mew
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tory Rheumatism.
sleeping
Many persons have taken
Bitten By Rabid Dog
Guglielmo Marconi obtained
ELECTRIC
pills in such qualitities as to casise his first English patent for wire•
GENERAL
H. E. ROB1NETT. Prop.
Two youths, of the Claxton secdeath.
Dawson Springs, Ky.
tion of the county, and one from
VACUUM CLEANERS
In addition to sales to licensed less telegraphy in 1896.
Princeton was bitten by a rabid
manu184
,
druggists
.stsS1,
and
s
physician
report
a
to
according
Sunday,
dog
nd Munn its.
facturers and wholesalers may
from Mrs. Arney T. Rawls, of
PHONI 3041
sell the barbiturate drugs to fedthe County Health Department.
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eral, state and local governments,"
Mrs. Rawls listed the youths,
to hospitals and other institutions
who are now taking anti-rabies
where its use is directed by physitreatment, as Tommie Dixon, 16,
cians and "for lawful research,
,.on of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Dixon,
teaching and testing, not for reClaxton; Bobby Lowery, 13, son
sale"
of Mr. and Mrs Herman K. LowSale of preparations which are
and Bobby CunThe things you live with - - - your homes, •Ory, Claxton,
intended for other curative-purningham, 12, son of Mr. and Mrs.
.
poses and which, as Josey desusiness, your "stock in trade" - - are all Lacey Cunningham, Princeton
cribed it, contain only a minor
of their costs.
quantity of the barbiturate for
to loss through accident or circumstance
Senator Kerr (D-Okla.), a
purnoses of relaxing a patient,
wealthy oil man and chief sponare exempt from the ,new law.
d your control.
sor of the legislation, warned
That section of the act exempts
that if price regulation were
from the law:
he
should
you
your own sense of security
adopted the industry would lose
u c h compound, mixture or
the incentive to expand. The gas
preparation which contains a sufprotected.
industry, •he said, is a speculative
ficient quantity of another drug
mining operation. If profit possior drugs, in addition to such salts
e.
.s agency for complete insurance coverag
bilities are restricted, the proor derivatives, to cause it to prointo
money
their
ducers will put
duce an action other than its
safer enterprises.
Terry Moore, young film act- hypnotic or somnifacient (sleepregas
To discover new oil and
ress who has beensioing okay as .
no
Princeton. Kentucky
t Court Square
serves, he said, large sums must a sweet young thing' in films, is A medium-sized potato has
2825
be risked, and much of the money .getting to wear revealing cos- more calories than a big orange,
Phone
is sunk in dry wells. It wouldn't tumes like this one because she's or a big apple."
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where
rich
from
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to
get
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Trying
sweater.
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EXCITING
DIFFERENT
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get only 6 per cent on successful shy heroine parts, she took a plenty of lean meat, milk, eggs
Softball Equipment
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Roller Skates
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Generators
Fibre Seat Covers
bringing
ones
bones," say the nutritionists.
only
said, are the
new roles. (AP Wirephoto)
Shot Guns
in large new oil resources. They
Stprter Motors
Seat Cushions
have drilled 65,000 wildcat wells
Ammunition
in the past ten years. On the other
Mufflers
hand the controlled, regulated
Mats
Floor
Radio Batteries
pipeline companies which own
Spark Plugs
their own gas lands have drilled
Bicycles
Rifles
only 100 wells in the same time.
Wizard Washers
They lacked incentive, he said.
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SALE14 DAYS

Starts Friday,April 14

h Cummins Insurance Agency

SEE OUR SPECIAL PRICES ON

There's Nothing Like

Fruit jar rings may be fastened
to the under side of small rugs
to prevent slipping.
The muskmelon, a member of
the gourd family, is native to
India and Guinea

Peace of Mind
To Add Years To Your Life

Automatic Iron

Wrench Sets

Lawn Mowers

Car Radios

Baseball Supplies

Power Mowers

Home Radios

Fishing Tackle

Garden Hose

Car Batteries

Wescote Paints

Yard Brooms

Motor Oil

Outboard Motors

Wizard Refrigerators

11 E W
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INSURANCE WILL DO THIS FOR YOU

See us for tires, one 600 x 16 for $13.35, the second one for $8.98 plus
taxes and your old tires.
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"Fine Shoes Ntied By X-Ray"

INCETON SHOE CO.
arrerwregIN.R."

PLAY SAFE

At Zensonnfsta PrIewit
I Aide to the beauty of your
ne! Attractive color selections . . . priced to suit your
pocketbook—net NOW!
Can ter FUZZ Eatimate—

Steger bider Co.

John E. Yong Ins. Agency
Tel. 2620

"Our Big Anniversary Special"

Princeton, Ky.

Why taq Mors
and est Les$?
Phone 3414

W5 Main St.

Home Owned And
Home Operated
by
JOE P. WILCOX,
Princetod, Ky.
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Charity Workers
Keep Housewives'
Doorbell Bus

Barkley Refuses To Be
Photographed In Sleep

Salary Boost Measure
Takes Effect July 1

Acid Soil Locks Up
Phosphate Chemically
Berkley, Calif. — (AP) — Acid
soil locks up phosphate chemical- ,
ly and therefor /Takes the soil
infertile, says John M. Heslep,
of -Gall
student. Ills studies also disproved /Ivo old theories as to why
acid soil is infertile.
• Mt, manganese toricity, although present in acid soils does
not slow plant growth. Second,
there is no lack of calcium. Lime
applications will neutralize acid
and improve plant growth, but
they will not improve plant
growth by making more calcium
available.

' By Cynthia
Charity begins at home, the
saying goes, and truer words
were never spoken. The neighborhood collectors daily beat a path,
to my door, the mailman is bent
double with attractively printed
appeads for my assistance.
Maybe it isn't true all over the
country, but I think it is. Organized charities, legitimate ones
too, are so high pressure, and peals.
No matter what the "contributhere are so many of them, that
income taxes
it's getting to be a major head- tions" box of the
middle-income
of
us
most
declare,
on
a
modest
ache for a person
funds to
income to cope with all the ap- people haven't limitless
hand out to all worthy causes.
Most of us are particularly interested in one, maybe two, organFEDERAL LAND BANK
izations and would like to give
LOANS
our small dollar where it will
Offer
give us some persona 'satisfaction. Actually, the way things
CHEAP MONEY TO
seem to be set up, every organization is running its own intense
FARMERS Through
only a hermit
THREE RIVF.RS NAT'L FARM campaign, and it's
or misanthrope who dares refuse
LOAN ASS'N.
a personal appeal.
Loins made on good farms
It's apparent that the Communfrom 10 to 33 years at 4% in- ity Chest idea, before and during
terest on amortized payments the war, was a sensible solution.
Even then, some of the big orSEE
ganizations, such as the Red Cross,
were outside the chest in most
J. D. ALEXANDER
communities—but it was easy to
Secretary - Treasurer
slice one's charity dollar in a couPrinceton, Ky. ple or even three pieces.
Dial 3351
But today those of us whose

END OF EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHT: The Kysor I, an experimental plane with a new
crashed on the same runway from which it took off Friday in Oakland, Calif., after
altitude of 150 feet. Clifford Kysor, designer and pilot, said the plane seemed to have
but he was not surprised at result of test flight. His only injury in the crash was a
(AP Wirephoto)

tail design,
gaining an
no control,
cut thuriab.

Frankfort — (AP) -- Higher
pay for many state, county and
city officials throughout Kentucky is in the offing.
July 4 is the date when the
,
new sa eyy
1950 legislatbre, becomes effective.
The Measure sets new maximums for almost evjry category
of public servant, with city legislative bodies and county fiscal
courts given the right to fix new
salaries of local officials.
New salaries forslocal officials
can run as high as $7,200 a year.
Salaries for judges of the court of
authority and the mayor of Louisvillee run higher:
The bill was enacted at the request of Governor Earle Clements
on a mandate from voters who
approved lifting, of the $5,000 a
year constitutional limit. A constitutional amendment was approved at the polls last November.
City and county governments
are expected to take the higher
salaries into consideration when
they prepare budgets for the
coming fiscal year.

— (AP), — Vice
Moline,
President Alben Barkley doesn't
like to be photographed while he
Is napping. That's what two
quad -cities photographers learn...recently
ar ey
The plane on which
was riding to Des Moines, where
he addressed a Jackson day dinner, stopped briefly at the Moline
airport.
• of the
Photographers John Mills
Moline Dispatch and Gus Kondos
of the Davenport Daily Times
went aboard the plane to get a
picture of the "Veep" but were
warned not to disturb him, that
he was sleeping.
Kondon, however, took a shot
before turning toi leave. As he
reached the door of the plane,
Barkley shouted for him to come
back The vice president then took
his plate holder, pulled it open
and said: "So you folks won't see
the vice president as he naps."
The photographers left without
a picture.

PLENTY OF snap
New York
utp)
race .drivers 'will have
mile races, and one
190 and 200 miles in
the 500-mile Indianakt
way Memorial Day rse%
for during 1950.
test is slated for Jug.
Wisconsin State Fair is
kee. Other 100•milers
staged at Langhouss,h,
field, Ill.; Duquoin,111.•
N. Y.; Detroit Mich.;
Y., and Sacramento, elm.
ond 100-miler will be
waukee on Aug. 24,
also will be the scene of
mile run, for stock can
200 mile championship,'
In addition, 87 data
set aside for shorter
half-mile tracks ts
nation.
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Season to Season
Home Beauty

CAYCE-YOST Has
1 Complete Stocks Of

1

i

STEGER LUMBER CO.

r-4 f" .•

FERTILIZER:

5-10-10, 4-12-8, 3-9-8, 2-12-6,
2-12-6, 0.14-7,4-16-0, 0-20-0,

Get Your Car Ready For Spring

6-8-6 (Pofash from Sulfate), and
Vigaro. --
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A New Set Of U.S.ROYAL TIRES
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SEED CORN:

Teacher Ca

wilesititeljrrier. for Teacher
sells

11•111111,110111011111.111111111
community isn't in on any charity 116111111111111111MMIM111111.1611MW
chest idea are bombarded on all
WALKER HAS IT
CALL 2210
sides for contributions. A single,
JEWELRY
COSTUME
MARK CUNNINGHA,
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
mail recent6, brought me an apCampion, insurvai
College of Agriculture and
FOR SPRING
peal from our volunteer fire deITT W. Mutat st,
Home Economics
WALKER'S DRUGS &
partment, which wants new uni- $$$$$WMWWWWMiiiiiMWM MOWWWWWW
ConThe Caldwell County Soil
JEWELRY
UK
Rifle
Team
2nd
,
forms and some recreational sup- THE ROOT VEGETABLES
servation District has assisted 19
Dial 3211
Princeton, Ky.
plies; a couple of sheets of stick-• Root vegetables are much alike cooperators in planning and se- In National Meet
ers to help crippled children; an in their requirements as to soil, curing seed ,,for a spring seeding
The University of Kentucky
appeal from a veteran's organi- fertility and • general culture. of sericea lespedeza, Oliver C.
Air Force ROTC rifle teens last
zation. That same day, the Red They are parsnips, salsify, beets Allcock, work unit conservationweek missed by only.
pne point
Cross collector for our street and turnips.
ist, announces.
capturing the championship of
dropped in for,a piece of change, The general fertilizing scheme
Most of the seeds are of the the William Randolph Hearst naa neighborhood high school stu- discussed a few weeks back suits strain FC-19284, an improved vartional rifle matches. The U. K.
dent asked for a contribution to all of them, with, plenty of phos- iety. Sericea will be used for hay,
sharpshooters, all native Kentue.
start a youth canteen and a uni- phorus as compared with nitro- pasture, seed production, erosion
It's wonderfully easy
kians, were shaded only by Ford- I
formed Boy Scout requested that gen, to keep them from growing control and a soil improving crop.
to achieve the decoraham University in a contest en-'
we buy a few tickets to a country to top. Loamy soil is 'preferred,
tive effect you strive
The plant, Mr. Allcock said, is tered by 141 teams from 124 colbut any well-managed soil, loose
11111111111111111111.11111.1111111111.1111111111.111111111111111111111111.111 fair his troop was sponsoring.
for — with wallpapers
a perennial legume and grows leges and universities. Out of a
and
friable,
will
make
shapely
If I'd complied with all reselected from our
best on well drained upland soils. possible 1,000, the Kentuckians
quests, as I felt I should, we roots.
wide, tasteful assortIt will grow on heavier, more compiled a team score of 943, topDepth of seed sowing is criti- compact soils and
wouldn't have had enough folding
ment. Come see our
it is one of the ped only Fordham's 944. The U.K.
money left in the house to buy cal; these are all small seeds. The best plants to use on thin soils team, coached by Master
budget-priced group
Sergeant
food far the next day. As it is, I'm _rule is that the depth should be for erosion control and soil H. E. Winters, is made
now!
up
o?
actually giving less during the as near as possible to eight times building, he pointed out.
Kenneth Fagan, Thomas B. Alen
year to charity than the modest the least thickness of the seed. In
Those making sericea seedings and Wright C. Grifford, all of
FROM 121
/
2c A ROLL
the
instance
of
parsnips
and
carsum I would have Contributed if I
this spring include Raymond Lexington; Thomas A Carnes,
were permitted—and I use the rots, both slow-sprouting, it helps Stroube, John L. Watson, Lewis Owensboro, and
William B.
word consciously — to make my to sow radish seed with them, to Gray,
Howard Boyd. Curtis N. Gaines, Hopkinsville.
donation where my interests lay. help them up and to mark the Smiley,
Paul J. Mors e, Arden
s
Naturally, I'm going to send a row so that cultivating can begin. Higdon, Cleaton Hale, Thomas
Also,
covering
the
rows
with
check to the volunteer firemen—
Morse, Rayburn Baker, Mitchell
just suppose I have a fire. Of planks helps in "drawing" soil Vinson.'
moisture
to
the
seed.
Another
incourse, I'll kick in to the youth
The following farmers plan to
Mance is that of beets. It should
Canteen, because after all it's a
be kept in mind that what ap- harvest seed from their sprirt
community project. Naturally, I
pears as a "seed" is really a berry plantings: A. E. Turley, B. B.
will contribute to the Red Cross,
containing three or four very Clark, James G. Prowell, Lofton
WITH
only
because I don't dare be the
small
seeds, and poor stands of Jones, William L. Beck, Edward
person in the collector's neighBlackburn,
F.
Marvin
Sigler
and
beets can be explained by too
borhood who refused — and also
J. B. Shrewsbury.
deep covering,
naturally, I don't want her going
"There is increasing ipterest in
A
good
rate
of
seed
sowing
is
around saying that I just gave a
two to four to the inch. The seed- sericea in soil conservation disdollar 'When everYone else conlings should be thinned: parsnips, tricts, because of the plant's abiltributed five.
beets and turnips, two inches, ity to fit into a good soil conserThat'means that when the can- carrots and salsify, one inch.
The vation farm plan on a majority of
cer, the heart, the polio, the mil- width of rows in a handworked the farms," Mr. Allcock added.
lion and one other special plead- garden may be 15 inches; where
ers come around, they'll get jus, horse-cultivated, two feet.
Parsas little money from me as I ea nips and salsify should be
put to
possibly afford to give and stil an edge of the
garden, as they ocnot shape up as the neighborhoo cupy the land all summer.
miser. Of course, when I get
Co.
The only pest of cor.sequence
mailed appeals—wonderful im- is the fleabeetle, and
then only at
Your • '
"seedleaf" stage. One dusting
with 3 per cent of 5 per cent
Headquarters
DDT does the trick. Lice someFor
iimes bother turnips, but dusting
with /
3
4 per cent rotenone ends
211 N. Harrison St,
them.
Phone 2819
Phone 2226
Varieties are: parsnips, Improv- Hopkinsville Rd.
Yes, and best-tasting RC is
Princeton, Ky.
super-delicious with this recipe ed Hollow Crown; salsify, Mammoth Sandwich Island; carrots,
for spring parties —
Oxheart (early) and Imperkor
NEW STYLE-STAR BODIES EY FISHER
•
or Chantenay (general crop);
SLICE
HEAT
(in sparkling new color harmonies) Now
beets, Crosby's Egyptian; turnips,
more than ever "the most beautiful bodies
frankfurters
in spice
built"-inside and out-exclusoe to ChevPurple Top Strapleaved.
into small
barbecue
rolet and higher priced cars.
sauce
disks
U. K. BUDGET SJASHED
NEW TWO-TONE FISHER INTERIORS
Trustees of the University of
SERVE
(extra-roomy ... extra -luxurious , With
In Hopkinsville It's
frankfurter bits and sauce on Kentucky last week approved a
ChevChevrolet
alone
you'll
find
And
remember
size,
and
Measure
new upholstery-new colors nee, apron!.
budget totaling $7,359,071 for the
provides all these and many other
rolet's the longest, heaviest car in its
ments--placing Chevrolet far .ihead is
large potato chips
'Division of colleges (instruction),
fine-car advantages at the lowest
both beauty and comfort.
field-bar none. Measure styling and
Agricultural Experiment Station,
',prices and with such low operating
beauty, and you'll find it's the_ only gar
Drink Royal Crown Cola and
the Agricultural Extension
and upkeep costs.
in its field with the world-famous
CENTER-POINT STEERING
Service. The budget for the DiCome in! See Chevrolet for 1950.
Body by Fisher. Measure driving-ease.
Assuring a remarkable degree to steeling
And we know you'll agree that, any
vision of Colleges is $343,095 less
i.nother
and you'll find that only Chevrolet
ease, under all driving condit
way and every sway you measure it,
than the amount allotted for the
vital feature found only in Cries Met and
offers you your choice of the finest
it's first and finest at lowest cost!
More expensive cars.
current fiscal year, the decrease
no-shift driving or the finest standard
driving-at lowest cost. Measure perbeing made necessary by the loss
Introducing Chevrolet's Exclusive New
formance, riding-comfort and safety,
of veteran enrollment and the
CURVED WINDSHIELD
and you'll find it's the only low-priced
with PANORAMIC VISIBILITY
consequent slash in Veterans Adcar combining the extra-efficient Valvis
(in Fisher Unisteel Bodies) Supplying CI'
ministration appropriations. Bigtra vision rill around the car c tr., hody.
in-Head Engine, the extra-smoeh
gest economy will be made in
strength and durability-extra is..telY -PrnextraRide,
and
Gliding
Knee-Action
AUTOMATIC
TRJ1NSMISSION•
the amount of money appropriattection for you and your famil,..
dependable Certi-Safe Hydraulic
•Carolarearrea of Peurrili* Tratuarietiaa
ed for teaching materials, labora105.b.P.
extra. elaremal ea ne Lex, awed; esi extra post
Brakes!
tory equipment, and books for
BIGGEST OF ALE LOW-PRICED CARS
the library.
Biggest in every way, for Chevrolet is the
New Lower Prices make Chevrolet more than ever
longest, heaviest car in its fiekl. and has
personal pleas with an out-dAmerica's Best Seller . .. America's Best Buy themessaixdiesttreastda,oailliltyand
of wh iseahtes;7tributes
town post-mark,'I will thankfully
mum
toss them into the rireplace.
But I still would like very
EXTRA-ECONOMICAL To OWN—
much to be able to pick my
OPERATE AND MAINTAIN—
charity and give it what money
and traditionally bringing you M., alut
when you trade; for Chevrolet of arc
I can afford. Or I'd like to give
Heddon Baits
Action Glass Rods . . .$9.95
most wanted-neW or used.
in a lump sum and leave my
South Bend Baits
--- Shakespeare Wonder
doorbell free for the laundryman,
BRAKES
the brush salesman and even
PROVED CEITI-SAFE HYDRAULIC
Hawaiian
Rods
$27.50
Giving swifter. safer. straightsome people who just drop in for
line stops and emhodying
a cup of tea.
Wigglers
Heddon Steel Rods $15.25
new Duni - i.ife r ivedea
brake linings'that last
Bristol Steel Rods . $ 4.95
Bunyan's "66"
wit to twice as long.
SURE.I JUST RAKED
OTHER STEEL RODS - - - $3.50
THEM UR BUT I'VE 60T SO
Jitterbugs

19 County farmers
To Sow Sericea

r0 13,

a,

We have

White and Yellow Varieties of
Meachams - Funks - Broadbents

(OR

The Best Tires and the Best Prices in town

FENCING and BARB:

also

H. C. IP'Pcmpl Tractor
And Implement

11 and 121/2 gauge 9-36-6,
8-32-6, 9-39-12, and 8-32-12
11 gauge only 10-47-12, 10-47-6
12/
1
2 gauge only 7-26-6
4 pt. heavy barbed and 2 pt. med.
Smooth Wire,and Nails

Bargains on Good Used Tires

Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.

"RC Makes You
Feel Like New!"

Ferguson Tractors

Any waysand every way, you measure it
—FIRST...and Finest...at Lowest Cost!

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS:

2,4-D Agricultural Weed-No-More

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY

CATCH THE

BIG

ONES ...

WITH OUR TACKLE

- RODS -

- BAITS

Hula Poppers
Hornet Lures
Big Selection Of
Brown and Spurlin Flies

- REELS Shakespeaee Wonder Reek .
Shakespeare Marhoff Reek
Pflueger Knobby Reek
Pflueger Summit Reek

CHEVROLET /
I-

. $ 9.60
$13.20
$11.00
$13.50

MUCH PEP FROM ORINKIN'

.•••••••••

PRINCETON CREAMERY
MILK THAT I FEEL LIKE
DOING ITALL OVER A6AIN!
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STEVENS CHEVROLET CO.
W. Market St.
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cher Can
e Behavior
r Pupils
vid Taylor Marke
e realize how impormending are teaching
w other jobs, short of
itself, are capable of
the lives of children
ly and lastingly.
ual and appealing
help teachers underpe with troublesome
d soundly benefit the
emselves, has been
y the State Charities
tion.
"Teacher Lister—The
eak," t h e pamphlet
by Professor James
r., of the George Peae for Teachers, Nashee, and sells 'for 25e.
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for
QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP
ALUE
9 TATIP
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ry &

Henry

Pelmets., Ky.

High egg PrOdinttion is inherited, say poultry experts at the College of Agriculture and Home
tucky. Therefore, they suggest
buying hatching eggs or chicks
from breeders or hatcherymen
whose stock produces well. Plan
to get at least 60 eggs a pullet
from Sept. 1 to Jan. 1.
The two main sources of diseases and parasites are infected
grounds and old chickens. Brooder houses should be clean and
equipped with sun porches.
If possible, use the same ground
for yoUng chickens only one year
in three. This may require movable houses and range shelter. It
is not considered good business to
have young chicks and pullets
with old chickens. Vaccinate
growing .pullets for fowl pox
when they are eight to 12 weeks
old.
The pamphlet makes practical
and positive suggestions for helping such children as the bully,
thf showoff, the clinging child
and the retiring child.
The importance and meaning of
such behavior as clowning, pushing, shoving and nail chewing are
lueidly discussed in chapters entitled, "I'll Hit You . . I'll Hurt
You," "Litok at Me . . . Look at
Me," "I Want You . . . I Need
you . . . I Love You," "Don't See
Me — Don't Hear Me,' a n d "I
Chew My Nails'. . . I Twist Mv
Hair." The chapter headings bespeak the "language of behavior."
Listening to and understanding
this language reveals much that
is unsuspected, the pamphlet says.
Some children — many children
—You help by not landing too

WALLPAPER
ste • Glue • Tools • Cleaners
VARLAR
SANITAS
•
Plaster
Felt
Patching
Tape •
Wall Rite

CORNETTE'S, GIFTS
Hopkinsville

n town

Ky. Farm News

method only: punishment.
The idea is to keep looking for
causes for a child's behavOir. Visit h4 home, if you can. Talk to
his parents. Talk with teachers.
Study what records there are.
See the youngster in all the places
you can: in the lunchroom, on
the playground, on the street, in
the clubs, at home. The more you
know about him the more surely
you will be able to help him. A
problem child is a frustrated
child in some way. The biggest
thing, therefore, says the author,
is to give him ways to get back
at the world . . . ways that are
safe and possible.
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KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

is a Bats with a locket 17

ii
Oldsmobile's "locker rislo-mnost
thrilling ride'
,coo liver Ideal!

Approximately 145,000 members of 3,152 farm youth clubs in.
new Japan are now actively engaged in pursuits similar to those
of American A-H Club members.
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or used.
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Drive the new "Rocket" Engine "1111"--4or a Fiduremic thrill you'll find
In no other earl Those are big words- but your Mann-Aide dealer can baek
them up--with an "88" demonstration! He wants you to find out for yourself the famous thrill of"Rocket" action. He wants you to feel the swift
... smoothed to a silken flow by Whirlaway Hydrasurge of"Rocket" power.
Made'. And he knows that a demonstration is the only way be can really
acquaint you with the "88's" personality...the special handling ease, the
spirited eagerness that have made this Oldsmobile the talk of motorists every.,
where. So makes date with."Rocket 8." Once you do --you won't be happy
until you have your own Futuramic "SS"—especially at today's lower prices!

SAVE igig
SPECIAL

Will you help fulfill the world's
great hope?
This Is your chance to help conquer
cancer. A vital chance for the millions of Americans who will fall
victim to the disease. Yes, millions
n6w living will have to battle for
their lives against this grim killer.
Where it will strike no one can say.
The man in the next block? Your

Give to con,queqTancer
rt,„„,set6
ANIKKAN (MOOR SOCIETY
*01

Nis

•

_
next door neighbor) Even ... your
own home?
Will you help to bring hope to
those living under the shadow of
this cruel disease?
HOPE through continued and intensified
research to uncover the cause and cure.

HOPE through an education program to
teach recognition of symptoms and the
urgent necessity of prompt treatment.
HOPE through improved services for
those already stricken.
Your dollars can mean the difference between life ... and death. Can
you afford not to help?

"TRY•11•PINT"OfFtRI

KENGLO
STAY-WrIITE
98'
TRADE MARK

Regularly
$1.39

Pt.

Until May 31, 1950

Try a pint of KEM-GLO,in
white that stays white, at
only 980, Today/ A pint
covers up to 50 square feet.
10 lovely colors in quarts
and gallons. Pints in Staywhite only.

$2.39 Qt. $7.98 Gal.

RINCETON CREAMERY

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES

Get your PINT of KEMGLO Stay-white at only 980,
TODAY! Bring this ad te

CORNER DRUG STORE

A OGNI1GA1. MOTORS VALUE

•IrAlAinnir Nyobv-Merir larlop st torland prim. eel* optional on di Oidononbilo ittotiolt.

M B,I LE

"fitea‘e tottk
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YOU*

-NEAREST

0 L DSMOBILli

DIALER

Stegens Chevrolet Co.
horie 3505

W. Market St

GER LUMBER CO.

BADGE OF A FATHER
Buffalo, N. Y. — (AP)--Detective Leo Hoist of the automobile
theft squad pulled a badge from
his pocket to identify himself after he had stopped a car for a
license cheek.
Then his face turned red. It
wasn't his detective's gold-plated
badge. It was a nickel-plated one
marked "School Patrol."
Hogg's son, Richard, 14, member of a school patrol, had switched badges with his dad.

By William J.c_qnwa
Census takers are n w making
their rounds asking all of us our
names. Sounds like a simple job.
But it really isn't.
Those who collect names as a
hobby know that the census
enumerators work in a field filled
with pitfalls. So, it seems in order to give these enumerators if times has made any changes this simple fact. One of them
in war-time names.
plays a piano.
some gratuitous advice.
Remember two babies born the
That all, Mr. Enumerator, exSuppose, Mr. Enumerator, a
fellow tells you he is John day the invasion of France be- ceut when you get to Racine,
BUrns. Don't let it go at that. gan? One was called Invasia Mae Wis., please find out if there realHis given name may not be John Renfrow and the other Dee Day ly is a person named Oofty Goofty
at all but Jan, Jon, Jhan — or Edwards. There also was a lad Bowman.
christened SteVen (cap V). The
even Ian.
"V", capitalized, was for victory.
Early matches were called
And that "Burns" well you'd
When you ask some folks for "lucifers" or "flames" because
turn out to be Berns, Sims,
their given names, they will tell they sputtered so badly, accordBurnes or Byrnes.
you they haven't any. You'll just ing to the National Geographic
Of course, there is no need to have to put down J. R. Boone and
Society.
warn you if you already know X. Y. Zeebuyter, and go on to
someone named Pearce, Pearse, the next question. There is
nothPeerce, Pierce or just plain ing you or they can do about It KEACH'S in Hopkinsville
Pierce.
FOR COMPLETE
now anyway.
You can't be too careful about
HOME FURNISHINGS
One thing that will work in
spelling. You'll run across many your favor is the law of averages.
STEEPLE TOPPLES IN CHURCH FIRE: Fire that destroyed the St. Joseph's Catholic church O'Keefes but dont run too fast The long names and the short
last Week at Hamlin, Me., is climaxed when its tall steeple crashes to the ground. The Rev. lest you stumble on an OKeeffe. I names will balance. For every
And—watch it now — you'r'e Subrahmanyan
Gilbert Dube suffered minor burns on his hands luring, the blaze. Fire officials estimated loss at
Chandrasekhar
likely to find both Waggoners there is a Casper Ooms. And for
$20,000. (AP Wirephoto)
and Wagners in Wagoner, Olka. every Rexal Fearneyhough there
SUNK IS UNSINKABLE
hard, by waiting for time and
,You'll learn that it's the little
Hong Kong — (AP) — Take it things that count. A relatively is a Hugh Blue.
growth, the pamphlet says. But
If you encounter Last Gale
from a correspondent of the Hong small number of citizens, Verastill others have needs which go
Owners of approximately 2,000 Kong "standard," the Chinese Ellen Rohe among them, insist First, don't go into a rountine
beyond this. The children themthat starts: "Give me your last
selves tell you who they are. They beef cattle in a 20-square-mile junk is the world's most unsinka- upon a hyphen.
name first." It's been done before.
do not use words on paper or area in Madison county will co- ble vessel. The correspondent was
You can print eden addez in Just keep in mind that the First
words on the tongue. But the operate in a project to control aboaeir a Nationalist warship small letters from start to finish.
comes'last.
when it captured a Communist-. He prefers it that way.
cattle grubs.
children talk.
The best way to avoid confusThirty Woodford county home- junk bound for Shanghai. Crew
They talk with their bodies,
Names are something like
with all their behavior, through makers volunteered to be lead- and cargo were removed. The Na- clothing. People can wear any ion is to take names one at a
tionalists then undertook to sink combination they wish. 'Edward time. That system will stand you
every thing they do. Often you ers of 4-H club sewing projects.
In good stead when you get to
McCreary county farmers gave the junk.
know easily what it means. SomeEverett Horton and Edna St.
Large holes were hacked in the Vincent Millay wear three on °see Oliver Over and Oliver Ostimes this body-talk, this lan- ordered 32,200 strawberry plants
car"Dyer.
guage of behavior is not clear. and 4-H club members, 18,000 junk's bottom, it listed slightly. even the hottest days. Joe E.
It's easy to gei: name; mixed.
Oil was poured over it and lit. It Brown and John L. Lewis wear
You have to wait, listen again, plants.
put two and two together the way
Hart county homemakers in one 'burned awhile. Several shells the coat and pants, and leave the For instance, there's a Carmen
you 'do when a baby first talks. month wired 63 kerosene lamps were jumped into it. Nothing hap- fancy vests—Evan and Llewellyn Cavallaro and a Carmen Cavallero. But you'll be able to tell one
"KEACH'S HAS IT"
pened.
But it is language. Children are for electricity.
—at home.
from the other if you remember
Enumerators
the
asking you to listen and to help
The
time
out
Nationalist
warship
steamlast
pasThrough well-fertilized
them, the pamphlet says.
tures and barn-cured alfalfa hay, ed past the junk trying to swamp came up with some unique comUnderstanding children ... L. H. May of Trigg county in- it. It rode the swell. The warship binations indeed. Such as Carbon
helping children: this is not a creased his crAtle from 20 head then rammed the junk squarely. Petroleum Dobbs, Early Christsimple business. Hut when you in 1937 to 150 in 1949, and has ad- "The whole stern of the junk mas Bennett and States Rights
realize that, at least you know ditional sheep and hogs.
buckley and big chunks broke Finley.
some things not to do. The
Collectors will be poised to
More than 300 pieces of furni- off," the correspondent wrote.
,pamphlet suggests:
ture have been refinished and 68 "The last we saw of it, the junk pounce on Anames distinctive as
those. They'll be wondering. too,
Dont look for wonders. It'll chairs caned since September by was still smoldering."
take time to ,overcome problems Harrison county homemakers.
that have taken time to build up.
Mrs. Nelson Swango and Mrs.
Don't expect the child to know Lovell Hunter of Gallatin county
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
why he is acting the way he is. bought electric sewing machines,
You can understand that there two other homemakers motorized
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
are some- basic causes but the their tredle machines, and severchild cannot. Don't pile on more al bought attachments such as the
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
pressure. You know that some zipper foot.
worry is causing the behavior.
The Blackstar Coal Company of
daily. We pick up horsos, cows and hogs. Call
Don't add fuel to the fire. Don't Harlan county in 1949 planted
listen when people say: "We've 36,000 pine trees. 4,000 red oaks
tried everything and nothing and 5,000 white oaks.
works." Don't believe it. TheSe
The Augusta Homemakers Club
people have probably tried one in Bracken county contributed
$25 for the purchase of a jigsaw
We pay all phone charges.
for the 4-H boys' woodworking
Princeton, Ky.
class.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 3698
John T. Wells of Bath county
Dial 2063
bought 11 high-grade calves in
Shelby county ,all sired by artificial insemination.
Fifty-five thousand pine seedlings were bought by Calloway
county 4-H'ers, the orders varying from 200 to 3,000 a member.

color harmonies),
e most beaufdal
out-exclusive to
iced cars.

tow-mcm
y. for Che‘relet
✓ in its held, and
of which contr.
'ty and safety.

DOES EVIERTESING
New York — (AP) — Coach
Frank Leahy of Notre Dame rates
Mike Swistowict, a top draft
choice of the New York Yanks of
the National Football League, his
"Jack- .The got-pound Chicago product has played 'both halfbacks and fullback
on offense—and he showed his
defensive ability when he returned an intercepted North Carolina
pass 84 yards for a touchdown in
Yankee Stadium last fall.

Dead Stock
WANTED

Per Roll and Up
Over 900 Patterns
Carried in Stock
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Census Will Show
What's In A Name

Experts Assert Egg
Production Inherited

BEAUTIFUL • DECORATIVE

Spring

Pave Nine
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Prescriptions A
Specialty

Gingham Tea Aprons

1

k

,PLANTERS

EACH
INKEus
AIR STOR

Co.

I

I.

FOR SALE!

Su

Red Front Offers
39(
111(

111

C. A. WOODALL

1

45(

INS. AGENCY.

55(

-

11
Si
1

39(
65(

FISHING TACKLE

Fresh Fruits And Vegetables

25(

paint
The outstanding white beauty of this
your
of
envy
will make your house the
neighbors. It will be the whitest, white
house on your street, and it will stay white
for many years.

BPS House Paint glues
gOM a Paint *Bonus...
*extra years of beauty
and protection at no
extra cost.

SPECIAL OUTFIT!
Rod, Reel.and Nylon Line
$5.95

$9.75

ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK
lb.
CHUCK ROAST
lb.

GRADE A BEEF SALE
BEEF SHORT RIBS
. .........
lb..
SUGAR CURED smog BACON

19(

49(

side) whale or half ,

stain

lb.

Here.
BEST

PAINT

SOLD

McGough Paint & Wallpapertore
"The Complete Point Stote"

111 W. Ct. Sq.

Meat Specials

BRING US YOUR BIG ONES!
This tackle dealer is an official registrar for the
Courier-Journal 1950 Free Fishing Contest - - - $2000 in Tackle Prizes - - - - Gel Entry Blanks

PIR GALLON

PATTERSON-SARGENT

1

PFLUEGER AKRON

It pays to get The best... Buy BPS

$4.75

and Action

•-•Sfal-115i115-

DUNN & OLIVER
"Princeton's Newest And Most Complete
Sports Center"

Listen to "Bing Sings" Doily W$ON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Da
4

